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ABSTRACT
A challenging complex electromagnetic problem, subsurface imaging, requires reliable sensor configurations
and effective signal processing algorithms. Problems vary from medical diagnosis (e.g., tumor detection) to the
military applications (location of buried land mines, underground explosives, hidden headquarters, etc.).
Investigations on improving imaging quality have focused on better antenna system design, signal waveform
exploration, sensor integration, and intelligent signal processing methods. Numerical simulations in these areas
play an important role both in understanding physical background of the problem and in doing research in
these challenging areas.
Recently developed finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method based on two-dimensional virtual, GrGPR,
can be used in simulations of variety of subsurface problems. In this paper, GrGPR is used for synthetic data
generation for the direct problem. Synthetic aperture type antenna array configuration with different timedomain signal waveforms is reviewed. Finally, Subsurface Imaging (SSI) capabilities for multiple dielectric
objects buried under homogenous dielectric ground are summarized as an inverse problem for different
waveforms, frequencies and dielectric properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Subsurface imaging is one of the challenging complex electromagnetic problems with various
applications in military and biomedical areas which have great importance for human life. The high
dielectric contrast between malignant tumors and surrounding lesion-free normal breast tissues and
the translucency of the breast tissue to microwaves have been encouraging the use of microwave
energy for the detection of breast cancer [1-10]. The studies on subsurface imaging in military area
depend on the detection of deadly targets such as land mines and unexploded ordnance [12-20].
Since the medium, where the scatterers are buried, is not homogenous and refractions occur due to
boundary-layer interface, problems related to constructing subsurface images is more severe than that
of forming the radar images in the free-space. Therefore this complex problem requires a reliable
sensor or multi-sensors, better waveforms, and effective signal processing algorithms.
One way to investigate all these aspects is to use numerical simulation methods. Finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) method has been widely used in subsurface imaging problems [1-4, 12, 16, 17,
19, 22-25].
In this paper, synthetic data for the direct scattering problem are generated by recently introduced
FDTD-based subsurface imaging virtual tool, GrGPR. In the second section of the paper the virtual
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tool GrGPR is introduced. Scattering data for various scenarios are recorded for both Linear FM
(chirp) and Gauss waveforms. In the third part the signal waveforms LFM and Gauss are discussed.
The steps for 2D image reconstruction are examined in the fourth section and the results are given in
the fifth section subsurface imaging capabilities are summarized for various simulation parameters.

II. FDTD-BASED VIRTUAL SUBSURFACE IMAGING TOOL-GRGPR
The GrGPR is a general purpose EM tool. Figure 1 shows its front-panel and user-created typical
scenarios. The main simulation window is a 700x350 cell FDTD computation space terminated by
simple MUR-type boundary blocks. The top blocks are reserved for user-specified operational
parameters and run-time commands. The physical size of the space is specified from upper-left-block.
The frequency or bandwidth is calculated automatically according to Courant stability criteria [12].
Any of four boundaries from left, right, top, and bottom can be set to reflecting or non-reflecting
(free-space) termination. Triangular, rectangular, and/or elliptical objects, either perfectly electrical
conductor (PEC) or lossy, can be located by just selecting an object and clicking/dragging the mouse.
A flat or irregular lossy ground with buried objects may also be generated. The irregular terrain is
produced automatically using cubic-spline interpolation algorithm once the user locate a number of
points and filling the area between the curve and the bottom (left mouse button) or top (right mouse
button) boundary. Another block is reserved for the excitation. A continuous wave (CW), a Gaussian
or a rectangular pulse, or a chirp signal can be generated. As many as N radiators/receivers can be
located either in pair or alone (here, N is set to 100).

Figure 1. The front panel of 2D FDTD-based GrGPR virtual tool and user-created typical scenario.

Radiators/receivers can be grouped as linear, triangular, rectangular or elliptic arrays. Different
excitations can be applied. The radiator/ receiver elements can be activated at the same time (i.e.,
beam forming), or a time delay can be applied consecutively (i.e., activated sequentially) to form a
SAR-type illumination. The number of transmitters and receivers, inter-element distance and time
delay, may be specified from Advanced/Source menu. Finally, the two blocks on the top-right are
reserved for operational buttons and parameters. Time simulations may also be recorded as EM video
clips.

III. COMPARISON OF LINEAR FM (CHIRP) AND GAUSS SIGNAL
Linear FM (LFM) pulse (1), also known as chirp pulse, is one of the best functions to achieve better
range resolution which is an important point for detection of scatterers closed to each other, (T; pulse
duration, fc; initial frequency, a; the rate of frequency change (chirp rate)).
s(t )  cos(2 ( fct  0.5at 2 ))rect ((t  T / 2) / T )

(1)

In microwave imaging, the range resolution of the pulsed radar is calculated as
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where p is the phase velocity of waves and T is the pulse duration. If the distance between scatterers
is less than range resolution the return pulses will overlap. Since keeping the pulse duration less will
also decrease the energy transmitted which is not a suitable for detection of scatterers far away from
the transmitters. Hence an alternative is to design a pulse shape that has sufficiently short time
duration while having the required energy and may be processed to distinguish different scatterers.
In this study linear FM pulses are generated by selecting an initial frequency and increasing or
decreasing the frequency value within a specified frequency range and time steps. Since the
bandwidth of the pulse will change proportional to a (B=aT), then the range resolution will be
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The resolution of LFM signal can further be enhanced by the compression of chirp pulse through
matched filtration (Figure 2) [6]. The matched filtration can be performed either as a convolution in
the time domain or as a direct multiplication in the frequency domain. The latter requires FFT and
IFFT processes. Then processed data and round-trip delays of the transmitter-pixel-receiver are used
to reconstruct the image. The simulation results are compared with those images reconstructed with
Gaussian signal.

Figure 2. Range compression by matched filter

IV. GENERATING 2D IMAGES
4.1. Subsurface Scenarios and Synthetic Data Collection
Data needed to generate 3D images are collected via GrGPR, a finite-difference time domain (FDTD)
method based virtual tool, [24]. Different subsurface scenarios can be generated with this simulation
package. An example of these scenarios is shown in Figure 3. Two elliptical dielectric objects are
buried under a loss-free layer which has a relative permittivity (εr) of 2. Fifty TX/RX antenna pairs are
located above the plain ground.
The antenna pairs are activated consecutively as in SAR type scanning scenarios. The signals,
generated and received by each TX/RX pairs are saved for post-processing. By activating each
antenna pair at a time, N (number of antenna pairs) vectors with Mx1 dimension are collected. M is
the number of time steps which should be enough to let all scattered transient fields are recorded with
the receivers.
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The received raw signals consist of both the early-time and late-time responses. The early-time
response consists of the outgoing signal shot by an antenna and also the signal reflected from the
ground layer and is orders of larger than the backscatter signal from the scatterer. Even though in the
literature, there are several methods to get rid of the early time signal [2-4, 7, 17, 19-25], in this study
repeating the FDTD simulation in the absence of scatterer is preferred. So the received signals in the
absence of scatterer can be subtracted from the raw signals to obtain the signal scattered from object
[6].

Figure 3. A subsurface imaging scenario with an eliptical dielectric object buried under loss free ground layer
with relative permittivity 2.

4.2. Reconstruction of Subsurface 2D Images and SSI Algorithm
The Subsurface Imaging (SSI) algorithm has recently been introduced [24]. The accumulation of latetime responses from every single cell to a pair of radiator/receiver necessitates the calculation of
round-trip signal delay. Denote coordinates of each cell/pixel by (xi,yj), where x and y are the
horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. Coordinates of the kth radiator/receiver pair is denoted by
( xtk , ytk ) .The time necessary for a round-trip from the radiator to the cell/pixel, and back to the
receiver can then be calculated via
k 

2 * ( xi  xtk )2  ( y j  ytk )2

(4)

p

i, j

where p is the phase velocity and it is equal to c, speed of light, for free space. It must be noted that,
round-trip delays calculated from (4) must be replaced by an expression which takes into account
Snell’s Law if an object buried under the homogenous ground is of interest [14], (Figure 4). The
pixels (xint,yint) where the propagating wave intersects with the surface can be obtained through Snell’s
law (5).
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The time necessary to reach the intersection cell on the surface of the ground and from surface to the
corresponding pixel must be calculated individually (6).

 1k( i , j )
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Figure 4. The refraction of ray paths on the surface of homogenous ground.

The corresponding pixel (distance) index can then be obtained from
lik, j 

 ik, j

(7)

t

where t is the FDTD time step. The field intensity of each cell (i.e., the image color) is then formed
as
N
I (i, j )   aik, j (lik, j )

(8)

k 1

where aik, j is the intensity at lik, j Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the SSI algorithm.
In summary, the three step SSI algorithm is based on the calculation of the time delays of all
roundtrips from all pixels to all scan points, noise/clutter elimination and signal enhancement (i.e.,
matched filtration), and superposing scattered field values corresponding to those delays.
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Figure 5. The block diagram of the presented SSI algorithm [24].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Various SSI scenarios are created using the GrGPR tool and scattered time data are recorded. The
images are reconstructed via the SSI algorithm. The dimensions of the 2D xy-simulation space are set
to 1000 m x 500 m. The total number of FDTD time steps is set to 2048. All examples presented here
are run for a Gaussian with a frequency of 2 GHz and LFM (chirp) UWB pulse with frequency swept
from 500MHz to 2 GHz in 400 time steps. The transmit/receive antenna pair is located at 50 different
points above the ground under investigation and activated sequentially to perform a SAR scan. All
objects presented below are dielectric. The results are obtained for various dielectric properties.
Gauss signal with frequencies 17 MHz, 1 GHz and 2 GHz is transmitted to obtain synthetic data.
Figure 6 shows 2D images obtained by using Gauss and Chirp signals. The reconstructed images are
compared with the results for chirp signal (500Hz-2GHz) (Figure 6). It is seen that chirp signal gives
more clear results as compared to Gauss signal.

Figure 6. Two dielectric (er=4) objects buried under dielectric (er=2) homogenous ground (top-left), 2D images
obtained with Gauss signal with 17 MHz frequency (top-right), 2 GHz frequency (bottom-right), Chirp signal
with 500MHz-2GHz frequency range (Bottom-right).

To compare how the frequency effect the reconstruction of images, two dielectric objects are buried
under 80 Yee cells below dielectric (er=2) homogenous ground. 2D images are obtained by
transmitting 1, GHz, 2 GHz Gauss signal and 500MHz-1,5GHz and 500MHz-2GHz chirp signal,
(Figure 7, left column and right column, respectively). It is observed that the higher frequencies give
more clear images when compared to lower frequencies.
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Figure 7. Two dielectric (er=6) objects buried under 80 Yee cells below dielectric (er=2) homogenous ground.
2D image obtained with Gauss signal of 1 GHz (top-left) and 2 GHz (bottom-left) and LFM signal 500MHz1,5GHz (top-right) and 500MHz-2 GHz (bottom-right).

To examine the effect of dielectric properties of buried objects, two dielectric objects are buried under
80 Yee cells below dielectric (er=2) homogenous ground. 2D images are obtained by transmitting 2
GHz Gauss signal and 500MHz-2GHz chirp signal on the left and right column, respectively. The
simulations are repeated for the objects with different dielectric permittivity. The relative permittivity
of the objects changes as 4, 6, and 9, top, middle and bottom, respectively (Figure 8).
Note that, tests with arbitrary shaped PEC and dielectric multi-objects should extensively be done in
order to draw conclusions about SSI approach discussed here. Only after then, this approach and
developed SSI algorithms can be used to monitor reliably.

Figure 8. Two dielectric objects buried under 80 Yee cells below dielectric (er=2) homogenous ground. 2D
images are obtained with both Gauss (2GHz, (left)) and Chirp signal (500MHz-2GHz, (right)) for objects with
different dielectric properties (er=4 (top), 6 (middle), 9(bottom)).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Subsurface imaging and reconstruction is discussed in 2D idealized environments and attention is paid
to various signal waveforms and object properties. A recently introduced FDTD-based GrGPR virtual
tool is used and forward scattered data is generated synthetically. SSI algorithm is used to reconstruct
2D images. The dielectric properties of buried objects, signal types and signal frequency are analysed
as independent parameters towards finding optimum conditions.
The results show that as the dielectric constant of the objects increase the penetration depth of the
material and the internal reflections/scattering decrease. So the contour of the object is obtained more
clearly. The range compression advantage of the LFM signal also give the opportunity to obtain more
clear images than gauss signal.

VII. FUTURE WORK
Subsurface imaging is a challenging complex electromagnetic problem on which extensive
research is still required. The present stage of the GrGPR is appropriate for 2D simulations.
The simulations and the image processing algorithms give good results for 2D scenarios. For
more realistic scenarios, virtual tool and processing algorithms will be expanded for 3D
simulations.
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